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Check inside for our brand new features!
Library Tools

Forthcoming Academic Video Online features will provide unprecedented levels of administrator support.

- **Free in-depth MARC records** are available for a majority of Academic Video Online, with new records added monthly.
- All content is fully integrated with Summon, EDS, Primo, and WorldCat.
- Librarians can access **in-depth statistics** compliant with COUNTER4 and SUSHI, monitor usage down to the specific title, and turn content and features on and off.
- **Library usage stats** will be able with 24-hour currency.
- A series of helpful **instructional videos** is available to support new users.

Teaching Tools

Academic Video Online has been curated with the undergraduate experience in mind. All content is selected by expert editors to match the typical core curriculum.

- Educators can choose and assign videos for class to watch with ease, and **embed links and annotations** directly into the syllabus or LibGuide.
- The platform allows **seamless integration** with any LMS, including Blackboard, Moodle, Sakai.
- A forthcoming **suite of apps** and an API provide users with tools to use the content in new ways—by making quizzes, maps, study guides, and timelines from content; adding text or telestration to videos; and more.
- "Clips for College" enhance coursework by delivering easy-to-find, **short selections of key content** on the most-sought-after topics.

Learning and Sharing Tools

Academic Video Online is expanding its platform of learning and sharing tools to give even more freedom to **build, annotate, and share playlists** of videos, clips, and other material.

- Users can view the entire Academic Video Online interface, including transcripts, in **65 languages**.
- **Discipline landing pages** highlight editor-curated content and playlists.
- Users will be able to build **customized learning objects**, drawing on Academic Video Online materials and their own content, collaborating with other academics, and sharing these tools with the community.
- The platform helps users find **learning objects** created by Alexander Street Press and the academic community across many disciplines.
- Students and scholars can **export citations** in a variety of formats, including Chicago, MLA, and APA.
- Coming soon, content will be viewable and shareable through our **new mobile app**, ideal for smartphones and tablets.